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	Comment on PDF/A FAQ by Olaf Drümmer
Hello Ryan,

even image only PDF/A files are still PDF/A files, so they have to comform with the PDF/A rules.

It will be difficult to determine whether your file specificvally is conforming or not without being able to examine it directly.

As the developer of the 3 Heights validation tool, PDF Tools, is also an active member of the PDF Association they should be interested in looking at one of your files and find out whether it does conform or not, and if not, exactyl why not - I  suggest you contact them (cf. http://www.pdf-tools.com/pdf/Corporate/Contact.aspx ).

It may also make sense to use other PDF validation tools - several PDF Association members do offer several PDF/A validation toos - please have a look at http://www.pdfa.org/products/?c=1988&amp;cn=645 for a list of such options.

Olaf Drümmer
	Comment on PDF/A FAQ by Ryan Ivie
Hello,
I am trying to produce a PDF/a from a roll film scanner. I have ran the PDF/a through 3-HEIGHTS validation tool. the file does not pass. I talked to the scanner manufacture and they state, The test on the link you sent is for PDF/A text files, not PDF/A images files.
I have been assured that we do meet the specifications for PDF/A image files. Am I missing something? Below is the output from a test run through 3-HEIGHTs validation tool. Can anyone tell me what it means.  
 

 bitonal00001.pdf does not conform to PDF/A.
Validating file &quot;bitonal00001.pdf&quot; for conformance level pdfa-1b
Invalid content of XMP packet header attribute &#039;begin&#039;: &#039; &#039;.
The value of the key N is 1 but must be 3.
The document does not conform to the requested standard.
The document doesn&#039;t conform to the PDF reference (missing required entries, wrong value types, etc.).
The document&#039;s meta data is either missing or inconsistent or corrupt.
	Comment on PDF/A – A Look at the Technical Side by Olaf Drümmer
Creating PDF/A from scanned documents or images is actually one of the major use cases for PDF/A. A wide range of solutions lets you create PDF/A from scan images on the desktop interactively or in high volume on servers. 

Just check out the &quot;Products&#039; section on this web site to learn more about such products.
	Comment on PDF/A – A Look at the Technical Side by Edwin Daniel Torres Varona
can i create a pdf-a with a scan image?
	Comment on PDF/A in High Volume Printing Applications by Proceedings 2009 – 3rd International PDF/A Conference in Berlin | PDF Association
[...] PDF/A in High Volume Printing Applications  Harald Grumser [...]
	Comment on ISO PDF/X Committee Working on Next Version of the File Exchange Standard for the printing industry by Olaf Drümmer
Hi Don,

PDF/VT is actually based on PDF/X-4 (and simply adds those features that are releavnt to high volume processing of variable data). So in essence it is the other way round: all valid PDF/VT-1 files by definition conform to PDF/X-4. 

Olaf
	Comment on ISO PDF/X Committee Working on Next Version of the File Exchange Standard for the printing industry by Don Seeding
Thanks for this update. How does PDF/X related to PDF/VT? Is there a specific PDF/X standard that also complies with PDF/VT?

